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Abstract. The characteristic impedances of coupled strip transmission line are 
calculated by substituting the real current density distributions with step- function 
distributions. The calculation errors versus the number of steps in the calculation 
model are estimated. The real current distribution on the conductor' s walls is 
clarified . 

1. Introduction 

The microwave integrated circuit design techniques require a rapid and accurate method 
for detem1ining a strip-line parameters with a particular attention given to multi
conductor transmission line systems. There are several common methods to solve this 
problem: conformal mappings (1 , 2], finite difference method (3 , 4], variation meth
ods (5 - 7] , numerical determination of a charge or current distribution on conductor 
surfaces (8- 1 OJ. The universal method for determining the characteristic impedance of 
microwave strip transmission lines (11] is in this last category. When the filling media 
is homogeneous, the only requirement to apply this method is to divide the perimeter 
of the strip conductors into straight line subareas. A constant surface current density is 
assumed on each subarea. Thus the real current distribution is replaced by a step func
tion model. The accuracy of calculation depends on the number of steps used in this 
model. Calculations of the characteristic impedance of the coupled strip transmission 
line in case of odd (Z 0 ) and even (Ze) excitation using the simplest current density 
distribution model are made in (12]. In this case the calculation time is minimal, but 
the accuracy of the results decreases. More accurate results can be reached if more 
accurate model of real current distribution model is used. 
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2. Description of the Method 

The characteristic impedance of the coupled strip line is [12]: 

l !¥ n 2n 
Zo,e = -

4 12 - LL Jilj<Pij. 
7r € . . 

i=l J=l 

(1) 

I is the total current, € and µ - the parameters of the filling media (assumed 
homogeneous), 2n is the number of the straight-line subareas Lk (k = 1, 2, . . . , 2n) 
of the two conductors' perimeters (n on each perimeter), Jk are the average current 
densities in Lk and the function ~ij is defined as 

~ij = U(Li, Lj) - U(Li, 0) - U(O, Lj) = U(O, 0) . 

The function U depends on the mutual disposition and lengths of Li and Lj and is 
calculated as 

1 )2 2 2·( ) U(li, Aj) = -3liAj + 2 cos(t.ij + 2/ij Rij ln Rij - /ijRij sm t.ij + 2/ij 

where 

Rfj = (Aj cos t.ij - aij) 2 + (Aj sin t.ij + bij) 2 
, 

aij = li +(xi - ~j) cos(cpi) =(Yi - T/j) sin(cpi), 

bij =(xi - ~j) sin(cpi) +(Yi - T/j) cos(cpi) 

t.ij = 'l/Jj - <pi 

).. · cos(t.d - ai · 
riJ. = arc tan : . ( t. 

1
) b 

1 
, 

j sm ij + ij 

cpi and 'l/Jj are the angles that Li and Lj conclude with ground plane. 
The average current densities are calculated by solving the following system of 

algebraic equations: 

where 

2n 

LFijli = 0 
i=l 

n 

LLkJk=l 
k=l 

j = 1, 2, ... , 2n - 1 

(2) 

2n + i is the subarea mirror image of the i-th subarea in respect to the ground plane. 
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Dij is the Kronecker symbol 

<I>' ij = U'(Li, Lj) - U'(Li,O) - U'(O , Lj) + U'(O , O) . 

U' depends on the lengths of Li and Lj and their mutual disposition and can be 
calculated using 

U'(li , >.j) = Rij [cos('Yij)(ln(Rrj) + 1) - 2-Yijsinb ii)] . 

lk and ln+k (k = 1, 2, ... , n) are taken with opposite signs if Z 0 is calculated 
(Fig. la). They are with equal signs if Ze is calculated (Fig. lb). 
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Fig. 1. Cross-section of coupled strip line 
(a) odd excitation; (b) even excitation 

Accurate values of Z0 and Ze could be received ifthe calculations are made with the 
real current density. Each approximation of the density leads to values of impedances 
greater than the real. This property of Eq. (1) may be used to estimate how adequate 
the different approximation models are. In (12] the real current density on each wall of 
the strip conductor is replaced with an average current density. More accurate values 
for the impedances could be calculated if step-function models for the real density on 
each wall are used. The steps could be equal or unequal in length. The number of steps 
could be different for different walls. 

W/ 16 l5W/ 16 

~2 
0 W/ 8 W/ 4 3W/ 4 7W/8 · W 

Fig. 2. Division of conductors wall in unequal parts 

3. Numerical Results 

The calculations are made with step functions with more than a one step only for the 
wider conductor walls (side walls are assumed like one subarea). The steps are unequal 
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the characteristic impedances Zo and Ze on the 
line dimensions W / h and S/ h in the case of very thin conductors (T/ h = 
0.01) 
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the characteristic impedances Z 0 and Ze on the 
line dimensions W/h and S/ h in the case of thin conductor (T/ h = 0.1) 
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in length - larger in the middle of the wall and narrower near the edges. In Fig. 2 is 
shown a division of the wall in nine steps - every step in the edge direction is twice 
shorter than the previous. Different number of steps m could be used. More accurate 
values of Z 0 and Ze can be expected increasing m. Calculations for impedances of 
coupled strip lines in both cases of excitation using step model (n = 9) are made: 
each conductors perimeter has n = 20 subareas. The results for two thicknesses of 
conductors (T/h = 0.01 and T/h = 0.1) are shown in Figs 3 and 4. 
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Fig. 5. Characteristic impedances Zo and Ze in case of nine-step function 
model (solid lines) and one step function model (dashed line) is used 
(T/h = 0.1) 

Table I. Impedances of coupled strip (W = 1.0, T = 0.1) vs number of steps in the current 
density model 

m 3 5 7 9 

8=0.l 
Zo 58.53 50.62 47.84 46.95 46.68 
Ze 171.22 167.92 167.21 167.00 166.93 

8=0.3 Zo 74.38 69.88 68 .38 67.95 67.81 
Ze 162.73 160.24 159.60 159.40 159.34 

8=0.5 Zo 83.22 80.16 79.07 78.75 78.64 
Ze 155.98 154.04 153.44 153.25 153.19 

The comparison of the results with data in [12] (Fig. 5) shows that the simplest 
model of current distribution leads to unacceptable values for Z 0 when S / h < 2.0 
and W/ h > 0.3. The changes of Z 0 and Ze with increasing number of steps m for 
dimension of the strip conductor W / h = 1. 0 and T / h = 0 .1 and three distances S / h 
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between two conductors are presented in Table 1. The relative error, when models with 
less numbers of steps are used, can be assessed (Table 2.). Acceptable values for the 
characteristic impedance in case of odd excitation Z 0 can be calculated if the step
function model of the real current density distribution with no less than m = 5 steps 
is used. 

Table 2. Relative errors !J. (%) vs number of steps in the current density model 

m 3 5 7 

S = O.l 
Ll (Zo) 25.39 8. 44 2.49 0.58 
Ll(Ze) 2.57 0.59 0.17 0.04 

S= 0.3 
Ll (Zo) 9.69 3.05 0.84 0.21 
Ll(Ze) 2.13 0.56 0.16 0.04 

S=0.5 
Ll(Zo) 5.82 1.93 0.55 0.14 
Ll(Ze) 1.82 0.55 0.16 0.04 

The solution of the system of algebraic Eqs (2) gives intermediate result for the 
average current densities on all subareas. In Fig. 6a, b and Fig. 7a, b the expected real 
current density distributions, based on the calculations with nine steps. 
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Fig. 6. Current density distribution in case of odd excitation (W = 1.0, T = 0.1, S = 0.1) 
(a) on the lower conductor wall; (b) on the upper conductor wall 

4. Conclusion 

The received for a very thin conductor (T / h = 0.01) results using nine-step function 
current model are compared with data in the literature [9, 10]. The comparison shows 
a difference less than two per cent for all sizes W / h and S / h. The application of the 
universal method to solve the problem for thick conductors (T / h > 0 .1) requires more 
accurate mode of real current density distribution of all conductor walls. 
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Fig. 7. Current density distribution in case of even excitation (W = 1.0, T = 0.1, S = 0.1) 
(a) on the lower conductor wall; (b) on the upper conductor wall 
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